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Figure 1: DataToon is a pen & touch environment for producing data comics. A storyteller can rapidly isolate aspects of their
data via filtering and pattern detection, as well as assemble a rich narrative via annotation and automatic panel transitions.
ABSTRACT
Comics are an entertaining and familiar medium for pre-
senting compelling stories about data. However, existing
visualization authoring tools do not leverage this expressive
medium. In this paper, we seek to incorporate elements of
comics into the construction of data-driven stories about
dynamic networks. We contribute DataToon, a flexible data
comic storyboarding tool that blends analysis and presenta-
tion with pen and touch interactions. A storyteller can use
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DataToon to rapidly generate visualization panels, annotate
them, and position them within a canvas to produce a visual
narrative. In a user study, participants quickly learned to use
DataToon for producing data comics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Visualization is a pivotal component in data-driven story-
telling, providing an audience with the means to understand
patterns in data without requiring advanced statistical lit-
eracy [40]. One genre of data-driven storytelling [43] is the
data comic [4], in which a narrative grounded in data is con-
veyed by leveraging the well-established visual language of
comics [30]. Data comics integrate captions and annotations
with visualization, suppressing the complexity of data by
incrementally revealing aspects of the data across multiple
panels, arranged thoughtfully on one or more pages [6, 47].
A recently curated collection of manually-created data
comics [7] demonstrates the richness of this genre and its ap-
plicability to telling stories about datasets of different natures.
From a storytelling standpoint, one of the most challenging
forms of data is a dynamic network. Dynamic networks ap-
pear in many contexts, from analyzing social networks to
modeling neural connections in the brain. In addition to
evolving in time, such networks may contain multiple types
of nodes and links exhibiting different connectivity patterns.
Due to this complexity, it is notoriously difficult to communi-
cate insights about dynamic networks to a general audience
with a single large visual representation. Since conventional
comics often illustrate the dynamic nature of characters and
the interactions that occur between them over time by iden-
tifying and sequencing salient moments, dynamic networks
are ideally suited for a comic treatment [3].
However, producing a data comic is a difficult and labo-
rious process, one that involves switching between visual-
ization and graphic design tools [9], the former being ideal
for generating accurate data representations, and the latter
being ideal for stylizing visual elements and arrange panels
in space. While several recent tools support the construc-
tion of visual data stories [25, 37, 42, 51], they do not take
advantage of the comic form as a storytelling medium. Thus
authors have to resort to illustration and design tools such
as Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.
We contribute DataToon as a storytelling tool for produc-
ing data comics with a focus on dynamic networks. DataToon
offers fluid storyboarding by blending analysis and presenta-
tion in a unified environment supported by pen and touch
interactions. A storyteller can use DataToon to rapidly ex-
plore their data and generate visualization panels via interac-
tive filtering and from recommendations of interesting data
patterns, resulting in a visual story with custom annotations,
automatic panel transitions, and layout templates.
The direct manipulation of panels and their data contents
further facilitates the storytelling process. Natural touch in-
teraction supports the iteration of story ideas by experiment-
ing with different ways to compose panels and lay them out
on a page. The use of a digital pen also allows storytellers
to annotate panels with drawings and handwriting, or to
draw custom glyphs for data entities. DataToon leverages
the underlying data to eliminate the tedious duplication of
actions necessary in conventional illustration software, such
as propagating visual designs to other panels.
To demonstrate the expressivity of DataToon, we created
a set of comics showing different rendering styles, panel
layouts, visualization types, and narrative structures. Results
from a reproduction study suggest that novice participants
can successfully learn to use DataToon with minimal guid-
ance to produce comics about dynamic networks. Insights
about usability that led to improvements of DataToon in-
cluded difficulties in discovering features, the inconsistency
of interactions, and the complexity of visualization contents.
2 RELATEDWORK
DataToon draws from and extends previous research and
tool development relating to communicative visualization,
data-driven storytelling, and pen and touch interaction.
Communicative Visualization
Although the visualization research community has been
primarily devoted to the study of visualization in support
of data analysis tasks, visualization has throughout history
been used to communicate insight to an audience. Recent
research has examined the aspects of memorability [10, 11],
visual embellishment [8], and annotation [36] in the context
of communicative visualization, which has in turn informed
the design of increasingly expressive interactive visualiza-
tion authoring tools. For example, tools like Lyra [42] or
iVisDesigner [37] both provide a palette of graphical styling
options that can be applied to a visualization. More recently,
Data-Driven Guides [25], Data Illustrator [29], DataInk [51],
and Charticulator [38] allow further expressivity in terms
of custom visual marks and custom layouts, while tools like
ChartAccent [36] or DataWrapper [17] provide rich annota-
tion options. It is important to note that most of these tools
are devoted to visualizing tabular data; Graph Coiffure [44]
is an exception in that it provides an interface for visualizing,
styling, and laying out static node-link diagrams. However,
to our knowledge, there exists no interactive authoring tool
for producing communicative visualization about dynamic
networks, this being the purpose of DataToon.
Data-Driven Storytelling
Most communicative visualization tools allow for the pro-
duction of one visualization at a time. While these tools may
be sufficient for conveying simple messages about the data,
they cannot support the design of a fuller narrative and thus
their ability to produce a comprehensive story is limited.
Recent research has examined the integration of commu-
nicative visualization within a linear narrative sequence [22].
This research is reflected in another category of tools that
focus on sequence and narration. These include commercial
tools including Tableau’s Story Points [45] and Bookmarks
for Microsoft’s Power BI [32], which provide interfaces for
composing a sequence of story points with embedded vi-
sualizations. Meanwhile, tools emerging from the research
community aim for greater expressivity. These include: El-
lipsis [41] and Timeline Storyteller [12], which augment a
sequence of visualizations with annotations and state-based
scene transitions; DataClips [2], which focuses on sequenc-
ing data-driven video clips; and Vistories [18], which lever-
ages the interaction history produced during data explo-
ration to automatically generate a sequence that can be cu-
rated and annotated into a presentable story. In each of these
tools, a set of annotated visualizations are arranged in a lin-
ear narrative sequence, revealed one at a time via stepping
or scrolling interactions [31].
Unlike linear slideshows and scroll-based stories, the lay-
out and juxtaposition of panels in a comic allows for non-
linear narrative structures, in which a reader can consume
narrative points in various orders in a glanceable format that
affords both skimming and revisitation. Unfortunately, no
single existing data-driven tool can produce such narrative
structures. The sole existing data comics editor by Zhao and
Elmqvist [53] allows for the composition of linear slideshow
comics and the embellishment of visualization with speech
bubbles and a narrator character. However, like illustration
software, this tool requires the importation of preexisting
visualization generated by other tools. In contrast, we pro-
vide the first all-in-one visualization and narrative design
tool where multiple panels can be arranged freely on a page.
Another assumption inherent tomany existing data-driven
storytelling tools is that the storyteller already has a pre-
conceived story, perhaps developed in the course of data
analysis performed with other tools, in consultation with
data analysts and subject matter experts, or in some com-
bination thereof. However, this separation of analysis and
storytelling hampers rapid experimentation of alternative
narrative structures and the process of refining a story. In
other words, dedicated analysis tools often do not have flexi-
ble storytelling features while dedicated storytelling tools
lack data exploration capabilities such as ways to collect
and organize insights. One of the benefits of an interface
that allows for the flexible arrangement of comic panels
is that storytellers can rapidly iterate with alternative nar-
rative structures. Furthermore, they can quickly generate
and discard panels the process of data exploration without
disrupting completed parts of the comic. Finally, DataToon
integrates automatic suggestions and transitions between
panels as a way to scaffold a story, eliminating the tedium
of alternating between a dedicated visualization tool and a
dedicated storytelling tool.
Pen + Touch Interaction for Creativity Support
Historically, comics have been drawn by hand, and thus we
gravitated to interfaces that could leverage expressive pen-
based input for drawing and styling comic elements. Such
interfaces have become increasingly popular in recent years,
and along with them we have seen an emerging body of
research that focuses on the combination of pen and touch
interaction for content creation and manipulation. By com-
bining these forms of interaction, users report feeling more
directly engaged as compared to manipulating elements via
a WIMP interface [51]. Hinckley et al. introduced a rich
palette of compelling interaction techniques for manipulat-
ing content, all following the principle that the pen writes
and touch manipulates [21, 34]. Other research has sought
to identify and evaluate pen and touch gestures for common
operations on interactive surfaces, including selection, dele-
tion, and copy / paste [33], and these gestures have applied
such gestures in various applications including diagram edit-
ing [16], digital drawing [48, 49], early-stage ideation [50],
and active reading [20]. Visualization researchers are also
beginning to take advantage of touch and pen interaction in
various contexts [27], including visualization authoring [51],
storytelling [28], and data exploration [23, 52], though until
DataToon, they have yet to apply such interaction to the
creation of data comics.
3 DESIGN GOALS
We conceive DataToon to accomplish three main goals.
D1. Support the creation of data comics. Data comics
have unique characteristics and components [4, 6]. They
expose the story via a juxtaposed and sequenced panels,
each containing one (or a few) insight(s). Getting the reader
to focus on each insight requires that the author carefully
crafts the view of each panel, such as zooming in on an
important part of a network. However, identifying different
characters of interest (e.g., nodes) and tracking them across
panels requires that the author gives each a custom visual
style to maintain consistency [35]. DataToon aims to support
the crafting of panels and the expressive design of characters
by direct manipulation using pen and touch, while ensuring
consistency with data-driven propagation.
D2. Enable data-driven design. Authoring tasks such as
propagating visual designs across panels or creating transi-
tions between panels are tedious and time-consuming. Data-
Toon leverages the underlying data to automatically prop-
agate visual designs of graphical elements and to generate
textual labels and captions from data. DataToon also enables
an author to generate transitional panels. For example, given
two panels containing data at different times, DataToon can
automatically create a series of panels representing the data
at interim time points.
Figure 2: DataToon’s interface: the pen can acquire different functions, such as labelling or filtering. The canvas area provides
an infinite space for ideation and exploration, as well as a dedicated page area for presentation.
D3. Support exploration and authoring activities. Like
any storytelling medium, the production of a comic is a cre-
ative and iterative process, often requiring the author to
smoothly transition from reviewing the data and its patterns
to styling them to craft a compelling story. DataToon facili-
tates the data exploration and review process by providing
recommendations of interesting patterns in the data, such
as a large cluster in the network, while enabling the rapid
creation of visualizations using direct pen and touch manip-
ulation. DataToon enables flexible workflows by providing
a unique platform in which authors can review salient data
aspects, rapidly generate and filter data visualizations, craft
expressive visual design for data elements, compose a story
by leveraging existing data comic templates, create a story-
board, or directly sequence and reorder panels.
4 USAGE SCENARIO
To illustrate how DataToon accomplishes our goals and to
describe key components of its interface, we describe the
process taken by a hypothetical comic author named Aidan
to create the comic in Figure 4, adapted from Bach et al. [3].
Aidan opens DataToon in his web browser on a pen +
touch-enabled device. The pen-tools menu (Figure 2A) rep-
resents the set of instruments his digital pen can acquire.
Aidan loads a dataset he previously created: a dynamic ge-
ographic and multi-faceted network containing countries
and their alliances and oppositions over time. Dragging the
file into the application instantiates both the legend panel
and automatically generates a set of panels depicting notable
structural patterns in the data (Figure 2C).
Aidan recalls that the evolution of allianceswas interesting
and he decides to explore these. He creates a new content
panel by dragging the Country node type from the legend
panel onto the canvas. Using the time slider for these panels
(Figure 1B), he filters the data back and forth to explore
how the alliances changed over time. He duplicates panels
as he finds interesting times, jotting down notes on them
using the pencil (Figure 1D).
Continuing this process of exploration, Aidan now has
multiple panels with annotated insights. He proceeds to craft
a story for his comic by organizing them on the canvas. He
wants to start with an overview of the nations involved, so he
drops an image file containing a map of Europe (Figure 2G)
into a panel, adjusting the location of each node with the
Layout pen (Figure 2H). He extracts country names from
the data to place them on the map with the Label pen .
After establishing the context of the story, Aidan wants to
show the evolution of alliances in Europe. He reuses panels
that he created earlier, transforming his rapid handwritten
annotations into visual clusters around nodes, captions and
labels. While he pans and zooms his first panel to empha-
size two nodes (Figure 2J), he realizes that the difference
between this panel and the first one may be too great and
that his audience may fail to see the connection. He acquires
the Magic pen to interpolate between these panels and
generate intermediary ones (Figure 1G).
He generates a time caption for the last panel by dragging
the time label from the slider (Figure 2K, left). Duplicating
this panel (Figure 2I) and adjusting the time automatically up-
dates the caption (Figure 2K, right). Uncertain about what to
show next, Aidan uses the Magic pen to trigger suggested
panels with interesting patterns (Figure 1C).
As his comic nears completion, he customizes the node
and link representations. For instance, he draws a custom
sketchy representation for all nodes (Figure 2D). To empha-
size France among all countries, he paints its flag (Figure 1E).
This custom node representation is automatically propagated
to all panels. Satisfied with his comic, he exports the comic
as an image that he can share with his students.
5 DATATOON
We designed DataToon for a broad range of people who wish
to craft data comics that communicate insights about their
data. This may include graphic designers without program-
ming expertise, data analysts without design expertise tasked
with communicating their findings, or educators seeking new
ways to engage their students.
Data Abstraction
As mentioned in the introduction, we chose to focus on dy-
namic network data since it is poorly supported by existing
communicative visualization and storytelling tools, and be-
cause of its inherent parallel to the dynamic interactions
between characters appearing in comics. In particular, Data-
Toon supports multivariate dynamic network data, which
consists of nodes and links and their attributes. A node can
have a label and a type, as well start and end dates. A link
must have source and target nodes and may have a direction
and a weight along with same set of attributes describing
nodes. Given this criteria, DataToon also supports static net-
works, where neither nodes nor links have associated start
or end times. Note that DataToon is primarily a storytelling
tool, one suitable for communicating different aspects of dy-
namic network data; we do not address scalability issues and
analysis tasks related to very large networks in this paper.
Story Abstraction
Like a comic book, a data comic consists of pages (Figure 4), in
which each page can contain multiple panels. A panel is the
essential building block of a narrative structure, which can
in turn contain visualization, images, text captions, and an-
notation. The spatial arrangement of panels having varying
size and content generates a unique narrative flow, enabling
a nonlinear reading experience unlike linear sequences pro-
duced by other storytelling tools.
Interaction Design
DataToon is comprised of a canvas for storyboarding; content
and legend panels for presenting visual representations of
data; a set of pen tools for content creation and manipulation;
and a contextual canvas for sketching custom visuals.
Figure 3 summarizes our pen + touch interactions. In gen-
eral, our interaction design choices reflect the mantra: the
pen writes, touch manipulates [21]. However, since individual
nodes and links within panels are often too small to ma-
nipulate with a finger, the pen is also used to manipulate
visual elements in some circumstances, as described below.
Throughout the interface, we chose to visually expose in-
teractive controls rather than rely on implicit multi-touch
gestures that are difficult to discover and remember. Note
that we describe our final system, which improves upon the
version used in our reproduction study described below.
Interacting with the canvas. DataToon provides an infi-
nite canvas to support flexible authoring and rapid ideation,
transitioning from data exploration to authoring activities
(D3). The author can navigate the canvas via pan and zoom
gestures. Meanwhile, using the pen, the author can draw or
write anywhere on the canvas, either to annotate content or
to add storyboarding notes and ideas. The author can create
an empty panel by simply drawing a rectangle, to be filled
later with content, or create panels from data. Panels can be
freely arranged and resized with touch interactions, leading
to different layouts at any point in the authoring process.
Interacting with the legend panel. A legend panel is cre-
ated when the author drags a dataset file onto the canvas.
This panel provides an overview of the dynamic network,
displaying a list of node types and link types along with
the cardinality of each type. This legend also serves as an
interface for creating content panels. Dragging a node or link
type from the legend onto the canvas creates a new content
panel displaying a filtered visualization of the data. Dragging
a node type automatically creates a unit chart of all nodes in
the data matching this type. Dragging a link type automat-
ically creates a force-directed node-link diagram of nodes
connected by this link type. Note that links can convey both
Figure 3: An overview of the pen + touch interactions supported by DataToon.
weight and direction via line thickness and arrows, should
these optional attributes be provided.
Node and link types can also be dragged from the legend
panel to an existing content panel, whereupon its contents
are updated to reflect the additional type (Figure 2E) and its
layout recomputed. For instance, dragging a link type to a
content panel containing a unit chart will convert the chart
into a node-link diagram. Similarly, adding a link type to a
panel containing a node-link diagram will generate multiple
link types (see Figure 2).
Interacting with content panels. A content panel may
contain visualizations, text, annotations, a background image,
or some combination thereof (D1). Panels can be nested:
drawing a rectangle inside a panel creates a child panel,
which is useful for text captions or inset visualizations. It
is possible to duplicate an existing panel, copying all of the
content of the source panel to a new panel (Figure 2I). This
interaction is particularly useful for progressively building a
narrative using the previous panel as a starting point.
Tapping on a panel containing a visualization selects it
and enables panning and zooming within the panel. This also
reveals a time slider for the panel, which applies additional
temporal filtering to nodes and links displayed within the
panel. Dragging this slider onto the panel creates a nested
time caption panel (D2), which remains updates as the user
changes the time slider (Figure 2K).
Acquiring different pen modes. Content editing occurs
through the use of the following pen modes:
Pencil mode is the default pen mode and allows for
freeform inking on the canvas. If the author draws atop a
content panel, the ink belongs to the panel and moves along
with it when that content panel is manipulated.
Label mode generates a text label for nodes and links
and allows for adjusting label positions (Figure 1F). Label
and leader lines move when the element is moved.
Highlightmode allows the author to lasso a set of nodes
to highlight them in a colored group (Figure 1F). As with
labels, highlights also adjust when elements are moved.
Filter mode allows the author to lasso a set of nodes to
filter them from a panel or to create a new panel with these
nodes (Figure 1B). Filtering can de-clutter panels and help
focus on different subsets of the network.
Layout mode leverages the high-precision of the digtial
pen to adjust the positions of nodes and labels (Figure 2H).
Magic mode offers a way to automatically generate con-
tent panels (Figure 1C, D), described in more detail below.
Figure 4: DataToon uses a comic bookmetaphor to allow au-
thors to create multiple pages of data comics using more
than one dataset. Each page can be created with a a prede-
fined layout such as the ones shown in the second row.
Figure 5: Automatic transitions between panels involve in-
terpolating differences between panels, incorporating zoom
levels, time ranges, filters, and combinations thereof.
Eraser mode deletes any item on the canvas including
panels, ink, annotations, and highlights. This mode can also
be invoked via the pen’s eraser button, should it have one.
Palette mode allows the author to choose a different
color, line thickness, and fill opacity, which will be applied
to subsequent pencil strokes, annotations, and highlights.
Drawing custom node and link representations. A sec-
ondary canvas is invoked when the author taps on the iconic
representation of a node or link type in the legend (Figure 2D).
Within this canvas, the author can draw a new iconic repre-
sentation for the selected node or link type, and this custom
representation is immediately propagated across the comic
for consistency (D2). The author can also invoke this canvas
to change the representation of a single node or link, by
tapping it with the pen while in pencil mode ( ).
Facilitating Ideation
DataToon provides several ways to scaffold and accelerate
the data comics creation process (D1):
1. Multiple pages and layout templates facilitate the cre-
ation of multiple iterations of comics (Figure 4). Pages can
load different datasets or contain different notes. Templates
are a set of panel layouts commonly used in comics [6] such
as grid, overview+detail, parallel, and staggered. When se-
lected, the new page is auto-populated with empty content
panels specified by the template. Authors can simply drag
data on top of them to fill them.
2. Automatic transitions. DataToon creates intermediary
panels by interpolating the difference between the two pan-
els, taking into account their respective panel sizes, data
filters, and zoom states (Figure 5). These transitions may also
incorporate a temporal progression between two time filter
states and the addition or removal of nodes and links [6]. It
does not, however, attempt to interpolate annotations be-
tween two panels.
As an example, if a source panel and a target panel have
zoom factors of 1.0 and 1.8 respectively, intermediary panels
will have interpolated zoom factors between 1.0 and 1.8.
In addition, if the source and target panels have different
sizes and display data at different time periods, DataToon
will interpolate over these dimensions as well, producing
intermediary panels that would gradually increase in size
and depict a progression over time intervals.
DataToon places intermediary panels along the path drawn
by the author. Greater distances between panels results in
more intermediary panels along the path. It discretizes the
path and conducts a linear search for panel positions, while
ensuring no overlap between intermediary panels.
3. Panel suggestions for new panels are shown in two con-
texts: either when loading a new dataset or when drawing
a line out of a panel using the Magic pen. In the first case,
it attempts to detect interesting subnetwork patterns in the
whole dataset and places suggested panels at the left side
of the canvas. This helps authors become familiar with the
dataset and serves to kickstart the story design process. In
the second case, it takes into account the current state of
the panel and detects patterns within the panel to generate
suggestions. It thereby enables authors to discover potential
compelling directions for their story. Similar to transitions,
these suggested panels are placed along the path the author
draws, while preventing overlap between them.
To detect patterns in the network data, DataToon relies on
a pattern detection engine. The engine accepts any network
data including highlighted nodes as input and returns a list
of detected patterns. It currently looks for four structural
patterns including articulation points (or bridges), cliques,
hubs, and communities (Figure 6). Once patterns are found,
it heuristically prunes the results such as by removing over-
lapping patterns (e.g., a bridge and a hub can often show a
completely identical structure), as well as cliques with less
than four nodes. Finally, it ranks the patterns based on how
much each pattern overlaps with the source data. This is to
promote closure between the source panel and the suggested
panel. Finally, the rankings give a high priority to patterns
that contain highlighted nodes (Figure 6 C).
Implementation Details
DataToon is a browser-based applicationwritten in Javascript.
It uses React.js for building user interface components and
Redux.js for application state management. It uses Web-
CoLa [14] to generate the layout of the node-link diagram
Figure 6: Automatic panel suggestions depicts structural pat-
terns: communities, hubs, articulation points, and cliques.
The author can trigger suggestions from existing panels (A)
and suggested panels (B). Patterns are ranked based on net-
work coverage and inclusion of highlighted nodes (C).
and a Javascript implementation [26] of Bubble Sets [13] to
highlight a group of nodes as a cluster. DataToon consists of
a front-end interface without a back-end server, though one
can be attached if needed; currently, DataToon makes use of
localStorage and indexedDB in HTML5 to persist the applica-
tion state. The panel recommendation engine is implemented
in Python and uses NetworkX to detect patterns [19].
6 EVALUATION
Our evaluation methodology is representative of other re-
cent evaluations of visualization authoring systems [39], in
that we demonstrate the expressiveness of DataToon with an
example gallery (Figure 7) and also evaluate its learnability
and usability via a reproduction study.
Example Gallery
Figure 7 shows example comics varying in their comic style,
including diverse rendering styles (abstract, sketchy, realis-
tic), panel layouts (inset, overlapping, staggered) [6], visual-
izations (unit charts or pictographs, maps, set visualizations,
node-link diagram), and narrative structures (overview+detail,
nonlinear-temporal, cut-out, build-up [6]). The gallery also
exemplifies a diversity of datasets, including multivariate
and temporal social networks and co-authorship networks.
Reproduction Study
To evaluate whether people can learn how to use DataToon
to create comics from data, we conducted a qualitative repro-
duction study, in which participants are asked to reproduce
them completed examples with DataToon. This type of study
is particularly common in the evaluation of visualization
authoring tools [39], having been used to evaluate Lyra [42],
ChartAccent [36], DataInk [51], Data-Driven Guides [25],
Data Illustrator [29], and Charticulator [38].
Participants.We recruited eight participants from a large
software company in the United States. Half of the partici-
pants were graphic designers with limited data literacy (P1-
P4: 3M, 1F; ages 30−50, avg: 44), while the other half were
data analysts with minimal experience in design tools (P5-P8:
2M, 2F; ages 31−42, avg: 37).
Apparatus. Participants used a earlier version of DataToon
on a Microsoft Surface Studio with a 28-inch screen at 4500
× 3000px (192 PPI), a device that enables simultaneous pen
and multi-touch input.
Procedure and tasks. Beginning with a demographic sur-
vey, each study session lasted ∼90 minutes, with two partici-
pants finishing in ∼60 minutes, and one taking ∼120 minutes.
We asked them to reproduce two comics: 1) the first with
guidance from us using the comic aboutWorldWar I alliances
(Figure 2) and 2) the second without any assistance using
the comic inspired by Fathom’s Scaled in Miles project [15]
about the evolving instrumentation on Miles Davis’ records
(Figure 7-left). The first task served as a training session and
lasted 30 to 40 minutes, which included a 15-minute tutorial,
while the second task lasted between 30 and 50 minutes. The
study ended with three Likert-style questions about ease of
use & learning, and enjoyment, along with a semi-structured
interview about their experience.
Observations
All participants successfully completed both comics, while
we discovered several usability insights into the usability of
DataToon. We describe our observations below.
Learning to interact with both pen and touch. All of
the participants appeared to grasp DataToon’s interaction
design by the end of the study, except for P2, who had no
prior experience with pen + touch devices. It took a long
time (approx. 10 min) for P2 to complete the first task and the
effort spent to learn the interactions are reflected in their low
ease of learning (3/7) and use (4/7) scores. P4, P5, P6, and P7
also repeatedly appeared to be frustrated when attempting
to use pen and finger interchangeably, with P7 stating “I kept
using my hand instead of the pen”.
Participants bimanual pen and touch interaction to be
engaging, with P8 remarking on the simplicity of the inter-
actions: “I love the power of just dragging [shows fingers] and
creating [shows the pen]”. P4 spoke about the empowering
experience of bimanual pen and touch input for content cre-
ation, making DataToon “unique” and “fun” compared to
other tools: “I feel like a surgeon because I got precise and used
both of my hands, not something I do ever. It’s pretty cool!”.
A focused tool set for design exploration. The graphic
design participants all expressed that one notable strength of
DataToon was a “focused tool set” (P1), its interface “stream-
lining the set of tools” (P4) compared to existing illustra-
tion tools. We observed that our interface enabled alterna-
tive workflows to achieve the same result, reflecting what
Ren et al. refer to as the flexibility of a visualization author-
ing tool [39]. For example, several participants began with
multiple panels, adjusted the content of each panel before
customizing each of them in turn. Others would create and
modify one panel until it was polished, only then duplicating
to instantiate the next panel.
Participants’ difficulties often related to feature discover-
ability, as not every pen mode was visually shown in the
interface. For example, in the version of DataToon used in
the study, the pen button was used to activate the highlight
pen. P8 commented that “Minimalism is in, it looks just like a
simple drawing app, but then it can be intimidating because
how do you achieve all of this? [pointing to print out of the
data comics] I was nervous”. Similarly, P1 commented that
the principle of dragging and dropping elements into panels
was violated in the case of time captions, which required a
double tap, making it challenging to discover.
Closing the gap between analysis and storytelling. Par-
ticipants appreciated the ability to discover patterns during
the story authoring process, suggestive of a possible advan-
tage over visualization authoring tools that are disjoint from
data analysis tools. We observed that data analysts tended
to explore the data before constructing on their comics. For
example, P5 started by creating many panels (one per node
type) and by commenting on the structural patterns in the
data. P8 used a different strategy, adding each node type to a
single panel in succession, where each node type was a differ-
ent instruments featured on Miles Davis records; upon doing
so, P8 stated that “now I am beginning to see the relationships
between instruments [...] I am going to move things around so
I can understand my data”. Finally, some participants noted
the necessity of additional data abstraction. For example,
P3, looking at a particularly dense node-link diagram, said
“I wish there were a way to untangle that because that is a
super full graph”, suggestive of a need for capabilities that
aggregate nodes and links.
Lessons Learned from the Reproduction Study
The results of the study illuminated a set of usability insights
regarding the difficulty of discovering features, the inconsis-
tency of pen and touch interactions, and the complexity of
visualization contents. These insights led to several improve-
ments to the design of DataToon.
To address the feature discoverability issue, we ensured
that all pen modes are visible (Figure 2A) without cluttering
the interface and degrading the authoring experience. In ad-
dition, after observing participants repeatably attempting to
use fingers where we enforced use of the pen, which initially
included panning and zooming panel content, we opted to ac-
commodate more touch interaction, reflecting the pen writes,
touch manipulates mantra [21]. We also replaced the double-
tap gesture for creating time captions with a consistent drag
gesture. Finally, to handle the visual complexity issue, we
added the ability to filter nodes of interest from a panel, as
well as the panel suggestion functionality for assisting with
exploring complex data.
7 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
We now reflect on broader issues and opportunities that
arose during the development and evaluation of DataToon.
Generalization to other data and visualization types.
The design of DataToon (See Figure 3) is mostly data-type-
agnostic and generalizable beyond network data, such as
gestures, panel manipulation, annotations, time sliders, high-
lighting and removing data elements, etc. Accommodating
other data types (e.g., tabular data), visualizations (e.g., bar
charts), and specific components (e.g., axes and scales) is
an interesting research direction. The overarching research
question in this space would be how to enable fast and fluid
creation and manipulation of such panels, as visualizations
can involve complex grouping and filtering operations on
data. However, core “comic” features such as automatic prop-
agation of style, automatic generation of transitions and
panel recommendation would require minimum redesign.
Pen + touch interaction for data-driven storytelling.
Pen + touch interaction was seen as engaging and flexible
by our study participants, advantages that may prove bene-
ficial beyond data comics to other data-driven storytelling
experiences. While novices require time to acclimate to pen
+ touch interfaces, we observed that after an initial learning
phase, this input modality stimulates creativity and encour-
ages experimentation. However, to promote learning and
discoverability, we must design appropriate visual cues and
affordances that remind users of their capabilities. In our
study, we observed that people initially want to use pen and
touch interchangeably to accomplish a single action. This
observation warrants further investigation and a revisitation
of the pen writes, touch manipulates mantra [21].
Beyond traditional comics. DataToon exports pages as
static images, like traditional comic books. While being re-
spectful of this tradition, creating dynamic and interactive
data comics is an interesting research direction. For example,
a “presentation mode” might allow for presenters or viewers
to touch parts of the comic and reveal content on demand, or
Figure 7: A gallery of eight data comics created with DataToon using different comic styles and datasets.
add annotations as part of an active reading process [46]. Al-
ternatively, DataToon could export comics as websites that
invite viewer interaction, potentially by integrating tech-
niques such as brushing and linking across panels.
Toward higher-level narrative design support. Our de-
sign considerations emphasized use of the structural ele-
ments of comics such as panels and captions to convey a
data story. However, producing an engaging story still de-
pends on the contents of the data and the creativity of the
author. DataToon does not explicitly incorporate higher-level
narrative design patterns [5, 6] into its interface.
The automatic transition, suggestion, and layout template
features are a step toward narrative design guidance, but
there are further opportunities to improve . For example, we
might auto-populate an entire template with visualization
content as a way to seed a story, though we must take care
to not absolve authors of their creative agency. Similarly,
generating panel transitions that precisely match an author’s
narrative intent is challenging, but such transitions can be
used as a way discover new narrative directions. Also, being
able to quickly evaluate the overall narrative structure will
greatly aid the iterative process of crating a story [24].
8 CONCLUSION
We contributed DataToon, an interactive system for produc-
ing comics about dynamic networks. It leverages the form
of comics to construct a narrative structure and offers a flex-
ible pen + touch authoring interface for content creation
and manipulation. DataToon provides automatic transitions
and panel recommendations for narrative ideation and accel-
erated storyboarding. We plan to extend our evaluation to
study the authoring process in a more longitudinal free-form
study [39], focusing on comprehensive evaluation metrics
for visualization authoring tools [1].
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